
[Philippines, Natural Disasters, Internal Politics, U.S. Navy, JSDF, Royal Navy] US carrier starts Philippine storm relief as Aquino comes under pressure – Reuters. (The Los Angeles Times also reported that China increased its aid to the Philippines from $100,000 to $1.64 million after domestic and foreign criticism (Commentary on this misstep from The Diplomat.) Social media reactions from the Philippines from Global Voices.)


[DRC, M23 Rebels, Negotiations, U.N., Peacekeeping Operations] DR Congo refuses to sign M23 ‘accord’ in Kampala – BBC News. (Reuters also reported that Uganda claimed to have the leader of the M23 Rebels in custody.)

[Iraq, Terrorism, Sectarian Violence] Suicide bomber attacks Iraqi Shi’ite pilgrims, killing 35 – Reuters.


[Nigeria, Internal Conflict, Niger, Refugees, Boko Haram] Nigeria offensive drives 40,000 refugees into Niger: U.N. – Reuters. (Nigeria’s president also asked for Cameroon’s assistance in securing their mutual border as the offensive against Boko Haram continues, according to Reuters.)


[Russia, Nuclear Power, Stuxnet, Cybersecurity] Russian nuclear power plant “badly infected” by Stuxnet - ITProPortal

[Taiwan, Internal Politics, Social Media] Taiwan’s ‘White Shirt Army,’ spurred by Facebook, takes on political parties – Washington Post.


[Iran, Negotiations, Nuclear Programs, Internal Politics] Iranians frustrated by lack of deal on their nuclear program – Los Angeles Times.


